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Continental Singers

Continental Singers to Give Concert

FORMAL TO BE HELD FRIDAY EVE

Admission by Ac. Books

To First Evening's Entertainment

The Continental Singers, a nationally known concert and radio ensemble under the direction of Jacques Homier, will present a program of classical, semi-classical and light opera selections Wednesday evening, Dec. 1 at 8:15 p.m. in the men's gymnasium. These singers have been the supporting group in Nelson Eddy's Open House broadcast.

A fine concert organization, these singers have scored successes wherever they have appeared. Every member of the company is a star soloist.

The presentation is the first in the evening entertainment series. Admission will be by activity books.

Giffin, Eiffing

Who's Eat Into On Giffin?

With the casbah season's opener with Giffin Junior College only four days away, Coach Paul Landis was today still undecided as to his starting five. In fact competition for positions on the new edition of the Falcon basketets has been so keen that Landis has been finding it difficult to cut down to the customary 15.

However, Saturday night will probably see five out of the following in the starting positions: Bishop, Wilke, Cooper, Zeckman, Cordisco, Pick, and Conrad.

Meanwhile, the Falcon mentor is practicing with various combinations, sometimes putting a quintet of six forwards together. No doubt substitutions will be freely made depending how strong is the unknown quality Giffin brings.

Giffin is a junior college located in Van Wert, Ohio. With an enrollment of only 80 students, basketball is the only sport engaged in. The squad to the customary 15.

Last year Bluffton, Ohio Northern and Indiana Tech were among the better known schools on Giffin's cage schedule. The Van Warters have already played two games this season.

Giffin will bring a rather small but fast bunch of boys who should provide the Falcon coaches some good early season competition due to the long time they have practiced.

Their probable starting lineup will consist of Schneit and Tilkens, forwards; Toney at center and Holmes and Venema, guards.
Dear Editor

I have read the article in a recent edition of our school paper upon the library system and in most of the points I thoroughly agree. There surely must be something "wrong in Denmark" as far as the operation of our library is concerned.

I had a fine imposed upon me because I did not have a reserve book returned by eight o'clock. It was not because I overslept nor did I forget about returning it. In fact I was there at ten minutes till eight and I waited at least five minutes and still no one came to unlock the door. I had an eight o'clock class at the A. P. building so I went and returned the book myself, 25 cents fine. Should I be tarty for classes or pay fines?

Lights—in the reserve rooms where I spend much of my time, some of the library assistants startle me. It was so dark I could barely see the periods in my book so I walked over to turn the switch. The assistant afterwards commended me not to turn lights on haphazardly. Is it healthy for one's eyes to read in a semi-dark room? Does our electric bill amount to that much? Could not the fines be used to pay the additional current used?—"Gosh."

The United Brethren Christian Endeavor invites all college students who care to go to league in Postoria Dec. 5 to meet at the local church at 6:40 Sunday evening.

Miss Brod, treasurer of the University, has returned from an extended leave of absence and will resume her position in the office.

Aux Belles Dames Avoe Merrie Between the dark and midnight When the moon is beginning to lower, There comes a pause in the evening's studies Which is known as the "pop corn hour".

TRAVELER IN EAST AT WESTMINSTER

"Six Months in China and Japan" is the topic of Miss Florence Sprague, Toledo, when she addresses the Westminister Club next Sunday evening. This will be the last of a series of "Journeys" for the purpose of "Exploring the Orient." Miss Sprague spent the entire year in the Orient, returning only recently. Her journey took her to the Philippines, Siam, India, as well as the two countries which she will discuss on Sunday evening. When one considers the war conditions in the Orient at the present time, one would have difficulty in finding a topic of greater interest to young people today.

Dr. C. C. Kohl will discuss Zoroastrian and Zoroastrianism at the Sunday-school hour. Dr. Siebens will lecture on the subject, "What Shall I Expect of My Religion?"

W.A.A. TO GIVE SPORT SUPPER

The W. A. A. fall sport supper will be held on Wednesday evening, Dec. 6 at 6:30 in the Women's Club dining room.

Howard Flitch, chairman of the program committee, stated that the object of the initiation is to demonstrate the ignorance of the new members by a rapid oral quiz. In the past, new members have never come through unscathed. Perhaps this year the casualties will be less.

Dorothy Robertson is chairman of the arrangements committee, assisting her are Blanch Rich, Elizabeth Harlow and Miss Hayward.

Ruth Flalter is president of the society.

CHRISTMAS COOKIES AND FRUIT CAKES

SILVER TEA

(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

Dorothy Benjamin; food, Agnes Dinmore, Jean Balitzer, Esther Lee; invitation, Mary Ellis, Esther Eggleston. Dick Maeguy is the representative from the Y. M. C. A.

Some of the notices on the bulletin board now read like ancient history. Have you found yourself reading one of them for the nth time. Disgusting isn't it?

START THE DAY RIGHT

Try a breakfast of roll, coffee and cereal at the Whitehouse.

BOOK AND MOTOR TO QUIZ NEW MEMBERS

The Book and Motor Society, local organization of three-point-fourers, will initiate fifteen recently elected members at their annual fall banquet Monday, Dec. 6 at 6:30 in the Woman's Club dining room.

Howard Flitch, chairman of the program committee, stated that one of the chief objectives of the initiation is to demonstrate the ignorance of the new members by a rapid oral quiz. In the past, new members have never come through unscathed. Perhaps this year the casualties will be less.

Dorothy Robertson is chairman of the arrangements committee, assisting her are Blanch Rich, Elizabeth Harlow and Miss Hayward.

Ruth Flalter is president of the society.

养成良好习惯，健康饮食。
SPORT SHAVINGS
BY BOB BARON

At last we found something out about Giffin Junior College, the Falcon’s opening opponent, but it took a lot of research! Many a man thought that as small as the school is, the cage team is not to be sneezed at. They say the Falcons start practicing basketball as soon as school opens. That may be true or not, but they undoubtedly did get some head start over Bowling Green. They may pull a surprise Saturday night.

If you’re around the handball courts some Friday after school, drop in and see some of the courts go. Some of them aren’t too bad, either. There’s life in that old position in college competition.

Calling All Bowlers
Several fellows about the campus have been trying to form an intramural, five man team bowling league, but so far nothing has materialized. The Premo Bowling Alleys give college teams a chance, but teams have a special rate (6 cents a game lower than regular rates) up to 20 people.

Students around here ought to take advantage of these rates and form teams. Of course, the intramural managers ought to do the actual organizing as part of their regular work.

Maybe a league could be formed from the fraternity faculty men, and a few independent teams could be matched up.

When Dick Wilke was performing for the local high school, he was on exception. Good pivot man, scoring 1275 in 16 games to be played in a touch football game. He received a broken collar bone in practice sessions.

A little more closely in games, closer officiating will be needed if not nipped at the bud. If this is to be averted this season, closer officiating will be needed if not nipped at the bud.

Random Shots
Don Lany, ‘Teleda U. junior, received a broken collar bone in a touch football game! no thanks, we’ll play checkers.

If it were up to the players, California would pick Pitt for the Rose Bowl. Our money pays off with upset chances.
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Students around here ought to take advantage of these rates and form teams. Of course, the intramural managers ought to do the actual organizing as part of their regular work.

Maybe a league could be formed from the fraternity faculty men, and a few independent teams could be matched up.

When Dick Wilke was performing for the local high school, he was on exception. Good pivot man, scoring 1275 in 16 games to be played in a touch football game. He received a broken collar bone in practice sessions.

A little more closely in games, closer officiating will be needed if not nipped at the bud. If this is to be averted this season, closer officiating will be needed if not nipped at the bud.
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Saturday evening, Nov. 27, found a considerable number of students interested in debate work and public speaking attending an informal dinner sponsored by the Bowling Green chapter of Pi Kappa Delta at the Woman's Club.

Professor Carmichael introduced Doyal Gryting, president of the local Pi Kappa Delta chapter and toastmaster for the evening. Mr. Gryting explained that Pi Kappa Delta is the largest National Honorary Forensic Society. He discussed the fellowship opportunities offered by membership in a debate society while in college, in intercollegiate competition and as an alumnus of the society.

Mr. Lake said that debate experienced a trip to Topeka, Kan., and social life.

President R. E. Offenhauer promised the administration's support in promoting debate activities throughout the nation.

Mr. Lake said that debate includes a trip to Topeka, Kan., and social life.

President R. E. Offenhauer promised the administration's support in promoting debate activities throughout the nation.